
User-defined filters : Allow or deny access to 
specified sites. 

Pre-defined filters : By use of InterGate 
Intercept, a database of 
categorized sites. 

Protocol Filters : Block  specific types of 
traffic e.g. FTP, HTTP.  

Time controls :         Specify which filters 
apply at which times of 
the day and/or days of 
the week.  

THE INTERGATE POLICY MANAGER SUITE 
The InterGate Policy Manager Suite from     
Vicomsoft offers unequalled flexibility and ex-
tensibility for the enterprise  to  manage  and  
control user Internet activity. 

The deployment of InterGate Policy Manager 
Suite greatly increases productivity, enhances 
security, reduces legal liability and optimises the 
use of IT resources for any organisation.  

InterGate Policy Manager provides a                
comprehensive platform for seamless             
integration with InterGate Intercept for policing 
access to applications such as Instant           
Messaging, Peer-to-Peer and Skype; InterGate 
Inspect, a  master database of web categories 
and InterGate Intelligence for logging and        
reporting of Internet usage and policy breaches. 
It also serves as a core router and firewall      
providing advanced protection  from  the threats 
of Internet intrusion.         
 
Advanced Web Filtering 
InterGate Policy Manager allows complete      
control of who can see what and when they can 
see it via the use of web filters and time controls. 

InterGate Policy Manager works with InterGate 
Intercept to provide administrators with the   
ability to block or allow Instant  Messaging (IM) 
applications such as AIM (AOL Instant           
Messenger), ICQ, Yahoo Messenger, MSN    
Messenger; Peer-to-Peer applications like     
eDonkey, eMule, Kademlia, BitTorrent, Gnutella 
(Morpheus, LimeWire), Kazaa and the Internet  
telephony application, Skype, on a  per user, per 
group or per machine basis. 

InterGate Inspect is a database of over 13 Million 
Sites covering 2 billion web pages and 40      
well-organized categories,  which are updated on 
a daily basis. InterGate Policy Manager            
integrates with InterGate Inspect to automatically 
check against this database for new sites by   
accessing a suite of Vicomsoft centrally         
managed servers. Once a web page has been 
checked, its category is stored in a local cache 
for future  reference.  

InterGate Intelligence presents fully drillable      
reports showing both summary and detailed      
information regarding the use of Internet            
resources. Destination reports can be produced 
to identify the kind of traffic users are requesting 
listed by port or protocol and the time of             
occurrence. Also attainable are full reports of    
network intrusion attempts blocked by the      
firewall, DHCP and other network management 
events. 
 
Flexible, Reliable, Robust 
The InterGate family of products running on      
Mac OS X and Windows, easily outperform the 
majority of hardware devices in a similar price 
range. With the ability to control Internet         
connections up to and exceeding 60Mbps (40 x 
faster than a   standard US T1 leased line), it 
combines multiple Internet connections for 
added performance and resilience.  

System Requirements  
Windows 
Microsoft Windows 2000, XP or 2003 
Pentium III 700 MHz Processor or better 
512Mb of RAM 
80 Mb minimum available disk space  
  
Mac OS X 
Mac OS X 10.3 or above 
Apple Macintosh G4, G5, any Intel-based Mac  
512 Mb of RAM 
80 Mb minimum available disk space 
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